
What is “mapping” 
(supposed to do)?

Why again did we start this?

What can we agree on?

What really are the problems?



From the VO-DML spec
(a standard!)

VO-DML  is  designed  to  satisfy  the following requirements. It should  
1.  Support the specification of serialization strategies for serializing instances of data models 
into different file formats; 
2.  Be rich enough to represent existing IVOA data models; 
3.  Support model reuse; 
4.  Be implementation-neutral, but...  
5.  Be flexible enough to be mapped to important physical representations, in particular XML 
schema, relational model (TAP), object-oriented languages (Java, Python...), and at the same 
time... 
6.  Be  as  minimal  as  possible,  avoiding  redundancy,  adding  restrictions where  possible,  
with  the  aim  of  simplifying  the  work  of  modelers  by offering few and “obvious” choices; 
7.  Be based on accepted standards for data modeling, but ...  
8.  Not  rely  on  external  modeling  tools,  but  be  sufficiently  compatible  with them so that 
such tools MAY be used when representing models; 
9.  Support runtime model interpretation; 



Some mapping use cases
http://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/UtypesTigerTeam

Data Model (de)serialization
UC #1 Serialize DM instances to file: given an instance of a Data Model and the DM machine readable description, 
a writer can serialize the instance into a number of supported tabular formats. The writer could be a DAL service.

UC #2 Deserialize DM instance from file: given a serialized instance of a Data Model in a supported tabular format 
and the DM machine readable description, a reader can deserialize the instance into memory, building an object 
consistent with the DM itself.

UC #3 Trivial round-tripping: given a serialized instance of a Data Model in a supported tabular format, 
an I/O library (possibly model-unaware) can convert the instance into a different, supported format without 
breaking its VO compliance.

UC #4 Represent an arbitrary number of instances of the same class in a DM instance 
(for example, N instances of the PhotometryFilter class in a PhotometryCatalog instance of the Spectral DM).

http://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/UtypesTigerTeam


Why are we interested in data models?

Information Integration



heterogeneity + scaling problem



semantic: heterogeneous schemas
syntactic: custom access services



IVOA homogenizes syntax: e.g. TAP
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semantic heterogeneity requires
individual data integration



Sketch of Integration Solution:
common (global) schema + 
TAP + mediation + VOQL++

(see lots of CS literature)
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Global Schema(s) 
== 

common data model(s)
• The unified view of the data sources
• Defined using VO-DML

– supports model dependency/reuse
– simplified, XML serialization language: machine 

readability!
– Faithful representations possible 

• XSD 
• Java
• YAML?



(VO-DML) mapping

• Expresses how instances of a data model (expressed as VO-
DML) are represented in a tabular representation

– VOTable

– TAP schema 



Example: Simple source data model



Identifying a table as 
containing Sources

SDSS

Hipparcos@VizieR



Identifying two columns as the 
Position of a Source, a SkyCoordinate



Identifying magnitude+error columns
with (elements in) the collection of 
LuminosityMeasurement-s of a Source.
(need instance of PhotometryFilter!)



Seems straightforward no?



Mapping syntax?

This is what we’ve been

discussing for years now.



So what’s the problem?

• Mapping syntax?

– Maybe

• Or maybe mapping itself 

– Impedance mismatch between data models and data sets

component serialization

Data model VO-DML

Data set VOTable, TAP

Mapping (proposal)

Use cases ?



Graphical mapping tool

• allows mapping using drag-and-drop-and-connect from loaded 
models and TAP schemas/VOTables

• No syntax

• Shows impedance mismatch complexity



http://dsa012.pha.jhu.edu:8081/VODML-Mapper

http://dsa012.pha.jhu.edu:8081/VODML-Mapper


Examples



Done.



History: utypes

• Introduced in VOTable 1.1

– Together with GROUPing

• “pointer into data model”

• What were they?

• Tiger team 2012-> now



What is data model?
Why do we have them?

• Global schema in information integration 



What to do with data models?

• Create instances, objects

– In memory (code)

– In database

– In (XML) file

– Conceptually, in our minds



How?

• Map data model to representation appropriate to usage

• Faithful:

– Basically 1-1

– E.g. ORM



Real world not so nice

• Legacy databases

• Query results



“what are utypes?” 

translated to

“how do we identify DM instances in (VO)Tables?”



Ok?



So why has progress been slow?

• Even conceptually a HARD problem!

Impedance mismatch



Where is the problem?
3(4) components

component serialization

Data model VO-DML

Data set VOTable, TAP

Mapping ?

Use cases ?



Conceptually complex

• Models don’t match

– Hierarchy -> flat

– Deep models -> “simple” data sets



Simple is in the eye of the beholder

• Table is simple if you want to pl0t col1 vs col2

• Not if you want to identify hierarchical model instances

– Translational semantics in terms of pre-agreed-upon, “globa” schema



Where is the complexity?

• Data model? Often YES

• Data set? Generally simple

• Mapping?

– Relation between data model and data set?

– Syntax independent



Let’s have a look

• http://dsa012.pha.jhu.ed:8081/VODML-Mapper




